Classical:NEXT 2013 in Vienna saw…

950 professionals and more than 500 companies
coming to Vienna from more than 40 countries,
4 exciting days opening with a keynote speech by Daniel Hope,
120 exhibiting companies and organizations at the bustling expo,
100 artists performing live at the showcase concerts,
40 international experts leading panel discussions, network
meetings, a mentoring programme and interactive conference
sessions on burning issues, innovative approaches and potential
future paths for the classical and art music scene,

plus video showcases, IMZ film screenings,
“Austria Sounds Great” (a OE1 Austrian radio partner event)
and Vienna’s first Deutsche Grammophon “Yellow Lounge”.

94%
95%

found the event is good or excellent,
would recommend the event to others and intend to come back next year (online survey among all delegates)

“Following its inaugural event, Classical:NEXT took on board many of the
comments from the industry and as a result secured a broad spread of
international representatives for its second year. The energy and noise in
the MAK demonstrated that business continues to be made and Vienna was
the place for it to be done.”

“Kicking up a storm in the music industry…”

Becky Lees, Head of LSO Live, London

International Arts Manager magazine

“I am fully convinced that Classical:NEXT is the new broader arts fair where
you can connect and make friends with presenters, managers, record labels,
artists and organizations world wide.”
Ioana Nedelcu, President of N.E.D. Classical Enterprises, New York

"Classical music has branched out into so many subscenes that we
sometimes lose sight of the common roots that unite them all.
Classical:NEXT is about reconnecting to these roots and celebrating all
music that stands apart because it aspires to be art."
Moritz Eggert, Composer, Germany

“I did more business in three hours at Classical:NEXT than I did
in three days at other conferences.”
from the Classical:NEXT 2013 online survey

Read more quotes on our website - Contact us for a detailed press overview.

Growing across all sectors
Classical:NEXT is a forum for all branches of
the classical tree. The second edition in May
2013 attracted 20% more delegates,
resulting in an improved balance between
the sectors.

International networking
with professionals from more than 40 countries

“More people, more space and a nice city. It’s an excellenct
opportunity for us to meet all the business partners in one
place so I cannot miss it.”
Francis Jun Hyoung Lee, C&L Music, South Korea
from the Classical:NEXT 2013 online survey

“Classical:NEXT provides an excellent opportunity to mix with
colleagues from different organisations all working towards the
common aim of furthering the promotion and performance of
classical music throughout the world.”
James Murray, Label and Export Manager, Metronome

